DXPEDITION TO RIO CAPIM, NORTHERN BRAZIL WITH THE
BONITO MEGALOOP FX ANTENNA
Hi there, I returned from my 4th trip to the very beautiful, if rather rugged Rio Capim area of
Northern Brazil, just before Christmas. As usual, this was a business trip, but of course I always take
the opportunity to DX when I’m travelling. Spending yet another month out in the jungle presented
the usual problems with heat, tropical bugs and at this time of year, much precipitation, particularly
in the afternoons and evenings. There are also problems with the dreaded local QRM. Even in the
remotest of locations, if humans are present and using electricity, there is noise. At my temporary,
tropical QTH, the lighting systems in particular generated a huge amount of noise. In the evenings,
the noise floor on my SDRPlay RSP DUO with a longwire would be terribly high – sometimes around 95 dBs. This was totally unworkable of course with a standard telescopic antenna, or indeed, with
any type of wire extension.
On this trip however, I had a very effective weapon in my armoury to deal with local QRM; the
Bonito MegaLoop FX antenna. I have previously tested this antenna at my QTH in the UK and on my
travels last year to Dublin, Ireland and Nantes in France. It proved very effective in delivering DX in
noisy environments, particularly when coupled to the Bonito GI300 Galvanic Isolator. I was therefore
rather excited to take this antenna back to the tropics. The beauty of my SDRPlay RSP DUO/ Bonito
MegaLoop FX set up is two-fold: superb selectivity and sensitivity and complete portability. The RSP
DUO is powered by my laptop – which is great because that gives me at about three hours listening
away from noisy mains supplies. The MegaLoop FX can also be USB powered – and in fact will run on
a cheap USB power brick for many, many hours. The loop itself is a flexible cable, rather than a rigid
aluminium affair such as the Wellbrook ALA1530.

Travelling to Rio Capim involves a flight from London Heathrow to Lisbon, Portugal and then a
connection to Belém, Northern Brazil. Everything was easily packed into my backpack and checkedin luggage and I had no problems at all at airport security. I took the 5 metre cable with me to Brazil

and managed to hang it from a welding screen at one point, in a quiet location on the edge of the
jungle. Eventually, I fashioned a simple wooden ‘cross’ for the cable to effectively create a 4 sided
quadrilateral shape which is basically the geometry of a typical ‘kite’. This worked very well indeed
and allowed for portable operation in and around the jungle.

As expected, the performance of the MegaLoop FX antenna, coupled to the SDRPlay RSP DUO was
very impressive and for the duration of my stay in the jungle, I spent most of my time DXing with this
set-up. I always take a portable radio and this trip was no different. I packed my XHDATA D-808,
which I consider to be one of the very best portable radios currently on the market. What a shame
then that it developed an audio fault and rendered basically useless. This then left me to focus 100%
on my portable SDR set-up. It did not fail to deliver. I spent many evenings scanning the HF bands for
tropical band signals and as usual, copied many stations that I can hear in the UK, but of course with
much stronger and clearer signals. For example, Rádio Clube do Pará was literally booming into Rio
Capim day and night with a huge signal of S9 +10. Other stations that are much more difficult to hear
in the UK were also copied with very nice signals and these included Radio Tarma Peru, Emisoras Pio
XII Bolivia, Rádio Educação Rural Brazil and Radio Cultural Amauta Peru, amongst many others.

More impressively, I copied some signals that are just about impossible to hear in the UK these days
and in fact my reception was excellent confirmation that they are still on-air. These included the
never-heard-in-Europe (to my knowledge) Radio Sora de Congonhas Brazil and the very rarely heard
Radio Huanta 2000 Peru, Radio Alvorada de Londrina Brazil, Radio Difusora do Amazonas Brazil and
Radio 9 de Julho Brazil.
Perhaps most impressive was the performance on Longwave. Catching transatlantic signals on
medium wave can be difficult and usually only possible with any regularity using sophisticated
equipment. Longwave catches are even rarer. Whilst in Brazil, I managed to copy weak signals from
BBC Radio 4 on 198 kHz, Radio Algérie Chaîne 3, on 252 kHz and actually quite good signals from
Medi 1 in Morocco on 171 kHz and RTL Luxembourg on 234 kHz. This level of performance surprised
me. My listening environment, although remote, was certainly not optimal – there was nearly always
some electrical noise present. However, by locating the MegaLoop FX outside (and carefully taping
up the partially open window to stop millions of tropical bugs getting into my room!) I managed to
copy these transatlantic signals on longwave. Simply a brilliant experience all round.

In conclusion, if you’re looking for a truly portable, high-performance DXing set up that can easily be
taken on trips abroad etc., right now, the MegaLoop FX is the best possible antenna choice. With
performance rivalling the Wellbrook loops, but small enough to fit into a backpack, this antenna is a
no-brainer for hard-core DXers and casual listeners who want to maximise signal-to-noise and their
listening pleasure. If you go over to my YouTube channel Oxford Shortwave Log, you will find over 50
reception videos from this trip, many of which feature MegaLoop FX antenna. Please also check out
the links below which feature a selection of the many catches I made on shortwave and the catches
on longwave I mentioned. I wish you all the best of DX for 2019!

LINKS TO RECEPTION VIDEOS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3gpP7O6TNo Radio Tarma 4774.9 kHz, Peru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FejhEsVIpo4 Radio Cultural Amauta 4955 kHz Huanta, Peru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCEO5n65szg Emisoras Pio XII 5952.46 kHz, Bolivia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f90uzA2R3ZQ Radio 9 de Julho 9818.65 kHz, Sao Paolo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4k2ATMybIU Radio Sora de Congonhas 4774.75 kHz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cRnsrb_XPU Radio Mosoj Chaski 3310 kHz, Bolivia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YILW30XYPzc Radio Huanta 2000 Peru 4747.32 kHz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgbD68WoU84 Radio Alvorada de Londrina 4862.27 kHz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ8Z-vxnVWk Rádio Educação Rural 4924.973 kHz, Tefé
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NchbTEBBvw Radio Difusora do Amazonas 4804.96 kHz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvfJg15El1c Exotic FT8 decodes in the Brazilian jungle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRTirzxFQm4 Medi 1 Nador Morocco 171 kHz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8r7-7kNzq8Y RTL Luxembourg 234 kHz Longwave
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpAybhTLGcI Radio Algérie Chaîne 3, 252 kHz longwave
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXUFs-mYDIE BBC Radio 4 198 kHz Longwave

